2 On December 6, 2012, it became legal under Washington law for adults over the age of 21 to carry marijuana and marijuana-infused products for personal use. 3 In March 2014, Sean Green became the first licensed recreational-marijuana grower in Washington. 4 In July 2014, licensed marijuana retail stores began operating legally around the state. 5 In November 2014, Washington, D.C., Oregon, and Alaska voters chose to join Colorado and Washington by legalizing marijuana for non-medical use among responsible adults. 6 However, under federal law and specifically the Controlled Substances Act, "Marihuana" is a Schedule I drug and its sale and possession [t]he drug or other substance has no currently accepted medical use in treatment in the United States"; and "(C) [t] here is a lack of accepted safety for use of the drug or other substance under medical supervision." Id. Heroin is also a Schedule I drug while Cocaine is a Schedule II drug. 502." 23 Support for legalization has steadily increased and more than half of Americans now believe that marijuana should be legalized. 24 In July 2014, The New York Times editorial board called upon Congress to legalize and regulate marijuana. 25 Lawmakers have been taking a serious look at legalization 26 while the marijuana industry has intensified its lobbying efforts. 27 Meanwhile, entrepreneurs around the country are planning to capitalize on this budding business. 28 Economic estimates are unreliable given uncertainty about price, consumption rates, and state licensing revenues. 29 
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restricting competitors' use of trademarked terms. 40 Despite the drawbacks, Part I concludes that if marijuana is legal, then the benefits of marijuana trademark protection outweigh the costs.
Assuming trademark protection is allowed, how does a merchant acquire such protection with a product that is illegal under federal law? Part II identifies how Washington marijuana producers, processors, and retailers might acquire trademark protection. Although federal trademark protection is currently unavailable for marijuana products, 41 Washington recognizes both common-law and registration-based trademark protection. 42 While a businessperson may be reluctant to file a public document announcing that she sells marijuana, public disclosures are required to legally operate a marijuana business 43 and will be necessary to enforce marijuana trademark rights in a lawsuit. 44 Anyone serious about entering the marijuana business should already expect to make her whereabouts well known to the authorities. State trademark registration is therefore a prudent option for merchants seeking trademark protection. 45 So what shall a marijuana merchant call its products? Part III explores arguments about what sorts of marijuana trademarks could be protectable, given the colorful history of this controversial plant. An official catalogue of recognized marijuana plant varieties would be invaluable in preventing unfair competition among marijuana merchants. Ultimately, this Paper argues that an understanding of marijuana species, genetic strains, and slang is necessary to properly assess trademark rights and establish brands in the new marijuana marketplace. 40 A trademark is any word, name, symbol, device, or combination thereof that identifies and distinguishes goods in commerce, and indicates the source of goods. 46 Trademarks are valuable to consumers because trademarks can signal that goods originate from a common source and are of consistent quality, which lowers the search costs associated with locating desired goods. 47 Trademark protections are valuable to merchants because they give merchants exclusive rights to use marks that consumers may recognize and prefer. 48 Receiving exclusive rights over recognized marks rewards merchants for producing quality products and cultivating good will.
49
So why should trademark law apply to marijuana products? The legal framework for recreational marijuana sales and business competition is undeveloped because marijuana is a unique and partly illegal product. There are costs and benefits with trademark protections that deserve consideration before presuming that trademark protections should apply to any undeveloped industry. This Section contends that, similar to other industries, the benefits of trademark protection outweigh the costs when considering policy goals surrounding the marijuana industry.
A. Benefits of Trademark Protection for Marijuana
The positive functions of trademark law will benefit the marijuana industry and marijuana consumers in two primary ways. First, trademarks will encourage healthy competition among marijuana merchants because trademarks allow merchants to cultivate brand recognition around the quality of their trademarked products. Second, as consumers recognize trademarked marijuana, those consumers face fewer search costs when they seek familiar quality marijuana. 
Trademark Protection Encourages Healthy Competition
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those sold by others. 50 If a merchant cannot distinguish her goods in the marketplace, then satisfied consumers have no easy way of finding that merchant's goods again for repeat purchases. 51 Meaningful competition does not exist in an undifferentiated market because every unbranded product appears the same. 52 Without trademarks, merchants have no reliable mechanism for standing out and therefore have less incentive to produce goods of consistent quality.
53
If merchants can distinguish their goods through trademarks, then consumers can make more-informed choices about the goods they purchase. 54 As consumers associate a trademark with certain consistent qualities, word-of-mouth spreads, the trademark develops good will, and consumers purchase additional goods bearing that trademark. 55 When a merchant receives exclusive trademark rights, she receives the exclusive right to reap financial-and reputation-related rewards for having developed good will around her trademark. 56 This encourages merchants to produce consistent desirable qualities in goods bearing their trademark.
57
In the marijuana industry, as in other industries, trademark protection will allow merchants to enjoy rewards from expending resources to develop consumer good will. Given the varieties of distinct marijuana plants and growers, it will be difficult for merchants to establish themselves if they sell undifferentiated marijuana. 58 However, if marijuana merchants can enjoy profits from establishing good will with their trademarked marijuana brands, then merchants have an economic incentive to improve their marijuana. Such healthy competitive motivation will tend to improve the consistency and desirable qualities of marijuana.
There are many variables in marijuana production and many ways to alter marijuana's quality. 59 64 Granting trademark protection for marijuana will encourage merchants to develop consistent desirable qualities to increase their good will and profits.
Encouraging marijuana merchants to develop consistent quality will also advance the policy goal of improving our understanding of marijuana's effects. 65 Lack of consistency has made it difficult for researchers to determine the health risks of marijuana among longitudinal studies. 66 The product consistency that trademark protection encourages will help researchers to more accurately study marijuana and the health effects of marijuana use. 67 Furthermore, trademarks that indicate consistent-quality marijuana can help consumers gauge marijuana intoxication. While marijuana may not impair individuals as severely as alcohol, driving stoned is dangerous. 68 With more consistent trademarked marijuana, consumers will be better able to predict impairment and less likely to make bad decisions by miscalculating potency.
It is important to note that trademark law encourages, but does not require, good or consistent quality. Instead, regulated quality assurance and laboratory testing programs can help ensure reliable quality and potency. 69 Nevertheless, trademark law does create incentives for merchants to establish consistent-quality marijuana products.
Trademarks Help Consumers by Reducing Search Costs
Trademarks are valuable because they can signal to consumers that certain goods originate from a common merchant and are of equal quality to goods with the same mark. 70 If merchants demonstrate consistent quality with their trademarked goods, then consumers can rely on the trademark as a shorthand proxy for more-detailed information about those goods. 71 Such informed consumers can easily find the qualities that they seek when shopping for goods. Thus, trademarks reduce consumer 63 For example, if a certain size of pants with the X trademark fit the consumer, and if X brand pants are of consistent quality, then the consumer need not waste time searching for pants that fit. The consumer may instead rely on the X trademark as a signal of desirable qualities for his size. This saves the search costs of driving to the store, comparing different fits, inadvertently choosing an inferior pair, and then needing a refund for undesirable pants. The search costs for marijuana consumers-and medical-marijuana patients in particular-are more serious than for other goods because marijuana is a drug of variable potency that consumers put into their bodies. Cannabis contains many chemicals and at least 85 different cannabinoids that produce different physical and psychological effects. Scientists believe that the main source of potency causing a marijuana "high" is the psychoactive ingredient delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol ("THC"). 73 However, further research is necessary to understand the chemical interactions and complex effects of different types of marijuana on different people. Potency varies greatly depending upon species, genetic strains, growing conditions, THC content, and other cannabinoids. 74 Unexpectedly potent marijuana can catch both new and experienced users off guard, causing intense anxiety and panic attacks.
75
Without a trustworthy signal of consistency, there is no truly reliable way of judging potency, 76 and consumers must absorb the search costs associated with selecting unfamiliar marijuana. Again, some sort of regulated testing and labeling regime could more effectively establish consistency for consumers. However, with trademarks for marijuana, consumer search costs will certainly be reduced.
Additionally, regardless of one's view on marijuana and its effects, one must concede that millions of people derive pleasure and enjoyment from using marijuana. 77 Pleasure and enjoyment therefore deserve considerable weight when discussing marijuana policy. Just as pleasure and enjoyment shapes regulations for risky activities like professional football, skiing, mountain climbing, motorcycle racing, or drinking alcohol, so too should pleasure and enjoyment shape our reception of marijuana laws. Given this, it is important to note that different strains of marijuana can lead to different psychoactive "highs."
79 Some strains of the plant give users soothing or relaxing feelings. 80 Other strains may cause clear thinking or productivity.
81 Given the lack of scientific studies on the nonmedical benefits of marijuana, little is known about mechanisms behind the psychoactive pleasures that millions of users enjoy.
82
With these variable effects in mind, trademarks offer one method for consumers to reduce the search costs associated with selecting a marijuana product. 83 For example, if a marijuana merchant establishes a consistent reputation for cheerful effects under its trademark HAHA, and consumers learn of that reputation, then consumers have fewer search costs when seeking those cheerful effects. Consumers thereby avoid the undesirable costs of selecting a marijuana variety that causes drowsiness instead.
B. Costs of Trademark Protection for Marijuana
While allowing trademark protection offers substantial benefits, it also entails certain costs. First, trademarks will encourage marijuana advertising. Such ads could be a nuisance and may lead to increased marijuana usage by young people. Second, trademarks will restrict the scope of merchants' vocabulary for labeling marijuana products. This could have particularly profound anticompetitive effects in the long-existing, but newly-legal market for marijuana.
Trademarks Encourage Advertising
Businesses with trademarked marijuana will advertise to develop good will and loyal consumers for their brand. 84 As with other industries, advertising will have undesirable consequences. Marijuana ads could be obnoxious, just like the multitude of ads that we see every day for beer, fast food, and other unhealthy products. Additionally, because advertising attracts new consumers, 85 unrestricted marijuana ads may increase marijuana use.
It is nevertheless possible to maintain the benefits of trademarks while avoiding the worst consequences of advertising through education programs and thoughtful regulations for marijuana ads. Regulating 79 Id. at 5. 80 "vice" industries generates policy tensions between free speech, government overregulation, temperance, public health, and morality. 86 The decades-old controversy over cigarette and alcohol marketing exemplifies Americans' wavering discomfort with advertising in general and questions about how society compartmentalizes its hedonism and consumption of intoxicants. 87 Regardless of the policy challenges, balanced legal intervention through regulation and education has become an acceptable way to limit the negative consequences of cigarette and alcohol advertising. 88 Advertising restrictions and education programs could apply analogously to marijuana. Indeed, Washington has placed strict size-andlocation limitations on retail marijuana signage, prohibiting the public display of useable marijuana. 89 Retailers are allowed no more "than a single sign no larger than one thousand six hundred square inches identifying the retail outlet by the licensee's business or trade name." 90 While not prohibited altogether, marijuana ads are not allowed within 1,000 feet of certain places where young people congregate, including public transit, public property, school grounds, playgrounds, recreation centers, child care centers, public parks, libraries, and "any game arcade admission to which is not restricted to persons aged twenty-one years or older," 91 "through any medium whatsoever."
92 Health warnings are required on all marijuana advertising. 93 Advertising cannot promote overconsumption, consumption for "curative" effects, or consumption by minors. 94 While the exact parameters of advertising restrictions are debatable, sensible regulations can alleviate the negative side effects from advertising while maintaining the benefits of trademark rights.
Trademark Protection Restricts the Use of Trademarked Terms
Merchants who first acquire rights to marijuana trademarks will be able to prevent later merchants from using those marks for marijuana 86 Id. at 4-5. 87 Id. at 222. 88 There is also a strong likelihood that merchants will attempt to trademark existing marijuana slang terms or genetic strains. To permit exclusive trademark rights over a descriptive or generic name "would grant the owner of the mark a monopoly, since a competitor could not describe his goods as what they are." 96 The risk of such monopolies on descriptive or generic terms for marijuana is especially high because of marijuana's deep cultural penetration, 97 robust slang lexicon, 98 and the panoply of silly names selected by breeders for discrete strains of the cannabis plant. 99 For example, if a business can own the trademark for a commonly known slang term like "ganja," 100 then it can monopolize preexisting cultural recognition of that term and prevent competitors from calling their marijuana products "ganja." Alternatively, a marijuana merchant could trademark a genetic strain or species of the genus can-95 A trademark owner can prevent others from using a mark if there is a likelihood of confusion between the owner's use of the mark and the others' unauthorized use of the mark. See Goto.com, Inc. v. Walt Disney Co., 202 F.3d 1199, 1205 (9th Cir. 2000). Upon weighing factors including: (1) "the similarity of the marks"; (2) the relatedness of the products or services; (3) "the marketing channels used"; (4) the strength of the mark; (5) defendant's intent; (6) "evidence of actual confusion"; (7) "the likelihood of expansion into other markets"; and (8) "the degree of care likely to be exercised by purchasers," courts have the power to enjoin and impose damages for trademark use that confuses customers about the source of the products. Id 99 A small selection of apparently distinct strains includes "Alaskan Thunder Fuck," "Green Crack Extreme," "Willie Nelson," "Afghani Bullrider," "Afgooey," "Cheese Quake," "Hog's Breath," "Blueberry Cheesecake," "Exodus Cheese," "Green Monster," "Martian Mean Green," "Strawberry Diesel," "Tiger Woods," and "Warlock." Sativa Cannabis Strains, supra note 81; Indica Cannabis Strains, supra note 80; Hybrid Cannabis Strains, Leafly (2014), http://www.leafly.com/hybrid. 100 Marijuana, Drugfree.org (2014), http://www.drugfree.org/drug-guide/ marijuana. nabis, such as "Indica,"
101 thereby monopolizing the name of the plant itself.
This monopolization problem can be avoided while preserving the benefits of trademark rights if examiners and courts formally recognize marijuana slang, species, and genetic strains as generic and descriptive terms. 102 Under existing trademark doctrine, generic terms, descriptive terms, and plant varietal names are not protectable. 103 Thus, if courts and examiners learn to recognize when trademark applicants claim such unprotectable marijuana-related terms, then no trademark applicant can unfairly monopolize the existing marijuana vocabulary.
C. The Benefits of Trademark Protection Outweigh the Costs
Merchants should be able to obtain protection for the trademarks that distinguish their goods. The policies of encouraging fair competition and lowering search costs are as compelling for marijuana products as for any other vice industry. 104 The negative consequences of trademark protection can and should be addressed in other ways. While concerns about marijuana advertising are substantial, other vice advertisements and media portrayals of marijuana already pervade American society.
105 Marijuana ads will not change that. Advertising can certainly be regulated in a manner analogous to cigarette and alcohol industries. The potential for monopolies on marijuana terms can also be avoided. With more information about marijuana, trademark examiners and courts can easily prevent businesses from unfairly monopolizing marijuana-related terms. On balance, the benefits of incentivizing consistent quality and reducing search costs outweigh the negative side effects of allowing trademarks for marijuana.
II. ACQUIRING TRADEMARK PROTECTION FOR MARIJUANA IN WASHINGTON
Granting that marijuana should be subject to trademark law, how can a marijuana merchant secure trademark rights for his product? This Section will present the various possibilities for securing trademark protection. Currently, federal trademark applications for marijuana products will be rejected because marijuana remains illegal under federal law. If a 101 Indica Cannabis Strains, supra note 80. 102 See infra Part III.A. 103 In re Pennington Seed, Inc., 466 F. mark is used in commerce without violating the Controlled Substances Act and if the mark meets all requirements of the Lanham Act, then the applicant may trademark products related to marijuana but they cannot secure national trademark protection for marijuana itself. While marijuana merchants cannot protect marijuana trademarks nationally, they can acquire state trademark protection. For many industries in today's interstate and international economy, single-state trademark registrations "do not add significant value . . . when compared to other civil enforcement options." 106 However, in Washington, marijuana merchants can acquire valuable state-wide rights to marijuana trademarks by using those marks in legal, state-wide commerce. Finally, if a marijuana merchant is willing to risk informing the state that she sells marijuana, as required to legally sell marijuana in Washington, then the merchant would be wise to also seek the benefits of state trademark registration.
A. Federal Law Does Not Protect Marijuana Trademarks
The Lanham Trademark Act can protect any word, name, symbol, or device used to identify and distinguish goods in commerce. 107 A federal application for trademark registration requires the applicant to list the goods on which the mark is used, 108 the classification of the goods, 109 and the date on which the merchant first used the trademark in commerce in association with the goods or services. 110 However, a merchant's use of the trademark must be in lawful commerce. 111 To allow registration of marks used in unlawful commerce would put the federal government in the "'anomalous position' of extending the benefits of trademark protection" for commerce that violates federal law. 112 If a trademark applicant's use of the mark in commerce is not lawful, then registration will be denied. 113 When the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) evaluates trademark applications, the USPTO's examining attorney "may inquire about compliance with federal laws to confirm that the applicant's use of the mark in commerce is lawful." 114 Usually the USPTO "presumes that an applicant's use is . . . lawful" unless some evidence "shows a clear violation of law, such as the sale or transportation of a controlled substance."
115
On April 1, 2010, the USPTO created a trademark classification for, "[p]rocessed plant matter for medicinal purposes, namely medical marijuana."
116 It apparently was not an April Fool's prank 117 because the classification was removed three months later, and a USPTO spokesman said, "[i]t was a mistake." 118 The Director of the Trademark Office does have authority to establish classifications of goods for the USPTO's convenience. 119 However, there is no record of this marijuana classification on the USPTO website, 120 the federal register, 121 or the Code of Federal regulations. 122 The official list of international trademark classifications 123 was updated in 2007 124 and 2012 125 without intervening evidence of a new trademark classification for marijuana. At least one other researcher was also unable to confirm further details about the medical-marijuana classification. 126 However, while the classification existed, the USPTO appar- Regardless of marijuana's ongoing illegality, audacious applicants have tried or are trying to register marijuana trademarks with the federal government. 128 These are currently doomed to fail, given the USPTO's lawful-commerce requirement and marijuana's Schedule I status under the Controlled Substances Act.
129
Merchants also continue to file marijuana-related trademark applications, with varying success, for goods and services aside from marijuana itself. 130 In many of these cases, the USPTO examining attorney requires applicants to "submit a written statement indicating whether the goods and/or services identified in the application comply with the Controlled Substances Act." 131 Failure to comply with the examining attorney's re-quirements results in rejection. 132 However, if a merchant attests to compliance with federal law, then registration is possible. 133 Applicants dare not lie to the USPTO if they attempt to file a trademark for marijuana. Falsely representing that a mark is used in lawful commerce when its use actually violates the Controlled Substances Act entails fraud upon the Trademark Office. 134 This could result in various civil liabilities and invalidation of the trademark registration.
135
A further potential barrier to federal registration is the prohibition on scandalous or immoral trademarks. At least one trademark examiner has refused a trademark application for the mark MARIJUANA on the grounds that it comprised immoral or scandalous matter. 136 Indeed, immoral or scandalous marks are ineligible for federal registration.
137 However, this morality standard is murky, hinging upon whether the mark is "shocking to the sense of truth, decency, or propriety; disgraceful, offensive; disreputable, as scandalous conduct."
138 Questions about whether a mark is scandalous or immoral are considered in relation to the goods and marketplace for which the mark is used. 139 Morality is, therefore, judged in the context of the mark's use and is often a subjective process. 140 Nevertheless, humorous or prurient subject matter can be registrable. 141 The trademark office's stance on marijuana's propriety, as indi-LEWIS & CLARK LAW REVIEW [Vol. 18:4 cated by its willingness to accept marijuana-related marks, suggests that those marks are not immoral and are therefore registrable.
142
B. State Law Protects Marijuana Trademarks in Washington
Washington law provides that the first person to use a trademark "in the ordinary course of trade" 143 will acquire common law rights to that trademark, regardless of registration, 144 while registration entails additional statutory rights.
145 Anyone using a trademark in the ordinary course of trade in Washington, therefore, has trademark rights. Despite federal drug laws, and despite a statutory provision that implies deference to federal trademark law, 146 a marijuana merchant has state trademark rights over his marijuana trademarks because the marijuana trade is legal under Washington law.
One might argue that Washington trademark rights do not exist for marijuana because the federal government outlaws marijuana trademarks. A specific statutory-guidance provision provides, "[i]t is the intent of the legislature that, in construing [Washington's trademark statute], the courts be guided by the interpretation given by the federal courts to the federal trademark act of 1946." 147 One may argue that if federal trademark law guides Washington courts through this guidance provision, then Washington trademark law should prohibit marijuana trademarks because federal trademark law prohibit them. However, the legislative history of the guidance provision invalidates this argument.
A provision's legislative history can be a helpful guide to legislative interpretation. 148 Here, by choosing the word "guide," the legislature signaled that Washington courts retain independence from the federal government when construing Washington's state trademark laws.
Washington's legislature first discussed a federal guidance provision for Washington's trademark statute in 1989. 149 The provision's purpose was to "clarif[y]" Washington law to make it "more compatible with the Model Trademark Act and the federal Lantham [sic] Act" 150 and to "modernize" Washington's state trademark statute. 151 The earliest Senate Bill Report from February 1989 stated the proposed statute's effect as follows: "The courts of this state are required to consider the federal courts' interpretation of the federal Trademark Act when construing provisions of the Washington Trademark Registration Act." 152 However, a later House Bill Report from April 1989 stated that "[c]ourts are to be guided by the federal courts' interpretation of the Federal Trademark Act." 153 The Final Senate Report from July 1989 reverted to the prior language, stating that "courts of this state are required to consider the federal courts' interpretation of the federal Trademark Act." 154 Despite the legislative reports' waffling, the final language of the statute provides that Washington courts be "guided" by federal law. Under the maxim of statutory construction, expressio unius est exclusio alterius, omissions are deemed to be exclusions, 155 so Washington courts should be "guided" by federal law but not "required to consider" it. Furthermore, even if the legislative history's "requirement" language is given weight, Washington courts would only be required to "consider" federal interpretation. Therefore, Washington courts are not required to follow the federal prohibition on marijuana trademarks when construing Washington trademark law. By this logic, Washington courts can and should grant state trademark protection for marijuana trademarks used in lawful trade under Washington law.
C. State Common Law and Statutory Protections Are Valuable
Washington grants valuable rights to anyone using a trademark in ordinary trade. Common law grants the original trademark user the right to seek injunctive and equitable relief against those who use her trademark without permission. 156 Registering a trademark with Washington's Secretary of State provides the registrant with additional statutory rights and remedies relating to the trademark. 157 Registration authorizes the trademark owner to seek damages and to enjoin unauthorized use of the registered mark, similar to common law rights. 158 Registration also proves that the registrant was using the mark at a certain date, which grants an advantage when asserting priority rights in a trademark-infringement case.
159 Furthermore, registration constitutes prima facie evidence of the registrant's ownership of the trademark and the registrant's exclusive LEWIS & CLARK LAW REVIEW [Vol. 18:4 right to use the trademark throughout the state. 160 In Washington, trademark registration also serves as state-wide constructive notice of the registrant's ownership claim over the trademark. 161 Such state-wide notice forecloses later unauthorized users from arguing good-faith use of the mark, 162 allowing registrants to seek enhanced damages in a trademarkinfringement lawsuit. 163 For a merchant to register a Washington state marijuana trademark, the merchant must make a public statement 164 that she is selling marijuana. 165 Given the threat of federal enforcement, this will make marijuana businesspeople uneasy. However, if a merchant seeks to enforce her common-law trademark rights in court, then she must make a public disclosure anyway through court filings during the lawsuit. 166 Moreover, in light of the Washington State Liquor Control Board's rigorous licensingand-regulatory system for recreational marijuana, legal marijuana businesses will already be identifiable by the government. 167 Individuals and businesses in Washington have already succeeded in registering marijuana and marijuana-related trademarks with the Secretary of State, 168 demonstrating Washington's willingness to grant these registrations. Given that the benefits of registration exceed common law protections and that licensed marijuana merchants will already be vulnerable to federal enforcement, state trademark registration is well advised.
III. GUIDELINES FOR PROTECTABLE MARIJUANA TRADEMARKS
For trademark registration or protection, a name must be distinctive. 169 The most distinctive names are "fanciful, arbitrary, [or] suggestive." 170 Less-distinctive descriptive names are only protectable if they acquire secondary meaning or distinctiveness. 171 Generic names are not protectable. 172 Individuals in states with legal marijuana will play leading roles in establishing marijuana trademark standards. In Washington, the Secretary of State has authority to examine and reject trademark applications. 173 However, state examination procedures are not rigorous, compared to federal trademark examination. 174 With the looming growth of the marijuana industry, Washington's Secretary of State should take special care with applications for marijuana trademarks given the potential for businesses gaining an unfair advantage by monopolizing existing marijuana industry terms.
175 Registration "does not constitute prima facie evidence that a mark is not merely descriptive [and unprotectable without secondary meaning]." 176 Thus, while state registration is useful for trademark litigants, 177 it will not assure a trademark's validity. The responsibility, therefore, falls upon courts and practitioners to educate themselves about marijuana terminology in order to competently evaluate whether any given marijuana name is a protectable trademark.
Rather unsurprisingly, marijuana products are in the same position as other products when evaluating distinctiveness. Outside the hazy territory of descriptive and generic terms, discussed below, the most distinctive suggestive, arbitrary, and fanciful marks are protectable. Suggestive marks only suggest a good's characteristics. 178 Arbitrary and fanciful marks bear no relation to the goods themselves. 179 Such marks are sufficiently distinctive so that granting exclusive trademark rights to them en-LEWIS & CLARK LAW REVIEW [Vol. 18:4 courages rather than inhibits fair competition, effectively balancing the rights of competitors.
180
Aside from those most distinctive types of marks, the conceptual boundaries for descriptive and generic marijuana marks are unknown and untested. Marijuana's long history and over 75 years of illegality 181 have generated an extensive lexicon that poses new questions for trademark law. Indeed, marijuana has been recognized for its medicinal and psychoactive properties for over 4,000 years. 182 There are three distinct species of marijuana, 183 potentially hundreds of discrete strains, 184 and numerous black market and slang terms 185 for the drug. Given the expansive scope of marijuana terminology, carving out a distinctive and protectable trademark presents tricky questions. This Section proposes some guidelines to help courts, practitioners, and trademark examiners evaluate marijuana trademarks in a way that reduces the possibility of unfair competition.
A. Marijuana Species and Strains Are Unprotectable Plant Varietals
Terms for marijuana, cannabis species, and identifiable strains should be considered generic. Under accepted trademark doctrine, plant varietal names are generic and cannot be registered as a trademark, even if the varietal name was originally arbitrary. 186 A consumer "has to have some common descriptive name he can use to indicate that he wants one variety of apple tree, rose, or whatever, as opposed to another, and it is the varietal name of the strain which naturally and commonly serves this purpose."
187 While there is some disagreement about whether numerous forms of cannabis come from variations of a single species or distinct species, the general view is that there are three: (1) Cannabis sativa, (2) Cannabis indica, and (3) Cannabis ruderalis. 188 However, cultivation over balance, the trademark policy benefits of encouraging quality and consistency outweigh potential costs. Under existing laws, Washington marijuana merchants will have common law rights to their marijuana trademarks. Those merchants could register with the Secretary of State to cement those rights, achieve state-wide notice, and gain access to additional remedies for infringement. In registering their trademarks, marijuana merchants, like other merchants, will be well-advised to select a distinctive trademark that is fanciful, arbitrary, or suggestive. In sum, an understanding of the colorful language surrounding the existing marijuana industry is necessary to properly assess marijuana trademark rights and to avoid unfair competition.
